
DUDUK
is untempered and diatonic, and is available in a range of keys

d-duduk (a)b – d2

c-duduk: (g)a - c2
      
b-flat-duduk: (f)g - b1  
        
a-duduk: (e)f# - b-flat1    

g-duduk: (d)e - a-flat1         

 
The notes in brackets are produced by closing a hole on the backside of the duduk 
with the knee (please take in account, that this takes time).

The Duduk is one of the oldest double reeds instruments of the world. It is considered the 
most "Armenian" of all folk instruments because of its Armenian origins and its ability to 
honestly express the emotions of the Armenian people. It has a 1500-year history and is 
native to Armenia although there are variants played in Turkey, Georgia, and Azerbaijan. 
The duduk reflects the passion, celebration, and suffering of Armenia. The duduk is a 
cylindrical instrument made of apricot wood and in typically 28, 33, or 40 cm in length. It 
has 8 or 9 holes and 1 thumbhole which provide a range of slightly  more than one 
octave. The double reed, also known as ramish or yegheg in Armenian, is typically 9-14 
cm. in length and is surrounded by a thin flexible wood binding that slides along the 
length of the reed. This binding is used for tuning the duduk as it controls the opening/
closing of the reed. The reed itself grows plentifully along the Arax River in Armenia. The 
sound of the duduk is warm, soft, and has a slightly nasal timbre. The dynamics of the 
sound are controlled by adjusting the pressure of the lips on the reed and by covering 
the finger holes. Although the duduk is tuned to be "untempered and diatonic" chromatic 
notes can be obtained by partially covering the finger holes.
While it may be true that the Armenian duduk has recently evolved along Western lines 
(namely that it is now diatonic and tuned in a major (natural) scale- thereby making it 
capable of holding it’s own with tempered instruments), it is not really a completely 
Western instrument. In fact, its  expressiveness and style of play have it firmly rooted in 
the East. 
 
While other countries may use the wood from other fruit and/or nut trees when making 
their instruments (often plum and walnut in Georgia, and Azerbaijan, for example...), in 
Armenia, the best wood for making duduks has been found to be from the apricot tree. It 
has come to be preferred over the years for its unique ability to resonate a sound that is 
unique to the Armenian duduk. All of the other variations of the instrument found in other 
countries have a very reed-like, strongly nasal sound, whereas the Armenian duduk has 
been specifically developed to produce a warm, soft tone which is closer to a voice than 
to a reed. It should be noted that in order to further accentuate these qualities, a 
particular technique of reed making has evolved, as well.     



Playing techniques:

All following examples are based on the duduk in “c”:

Tuning:
The basic tuning of the duduk is a major (natural) scale: C-major for the duduk in “c”, 
however when you close all the holes in front you will start with an “a”, playing a natural 
minor scale upwards.

Chromatic and Microtones:
The duduk can be played chromatically up and downwards – however keep in mind that 
half holes, ¾ holes or ¼ holes have to be covered in order to play chromatically in tune. 
Therefore never write too fast passages or too big jumps using a lot of chromatic notes 
after each other.
Microtones are possible: preferably used in surroundings of very small intervals  and not 
approached by jumps!

Articulation:
In the traditional music the duduk is always played slurred and never articulated with the 
tongue. Of course it is possible to do so, however limited: very fast notes can be played in 
short fragments. Nevertheless the duduk feels most natural when played slurred.
Strong accents are very possible as well. 
Flatter tongue: possible if carefully used (the reed gets very soaked by this technique and 
is rather unplayable after a while)

Vibrato:
The vibrato on the duduk is produced by moving the lips and never with the diaphragm. 
The vibrato is very flexible and can be produced from very slow to very fast.

Jumps:
Once the jumps are used within the particular major or minor scale of the individual 
duduk they can be produced up to a high tempo. As soon as you add chromatic notes the 
tempo and the jumps have to be adjusted accordingly.

Dynamic:
The duduk sounds most round and warm when played in the lower dynamic range. 
Once you play in the forte-register the sound gets rather sharp and slightly nasal.
Range:ppp-ff

Glissando:
Slow glissando over the whole range of the duduk is principally possible. Quick glissandi 
only within a third.

Trillers,tremolo:
Work well on the duduk



Important: 
1) When composing for the duduk it is essential to chose one particular duduk and its 
scale. From there you can also use notes outside the major or minor scale – but always 
in reference to the basic tuning. If the composer has no particular duduk in mind – the 
player very often finds him/herself with the problem, that the melody does not fit well on 
any duduk. As mentioned earlier, chromatic and microtones are possible, but keep in 
mind, that therefore the holes have to be covered half/,1/4, 1/8  - this has effect on the 
sound of the instrument! Half covered holes sound slightly weaker and not so full. A 
passage with only half covered notes is very tricky to play and the instrument reacts 
accordingly in sound!!

2) Also keep in mind that the reed of the duduk is extremely sensitive – and so is the 
tuning. 

3)  If you want to use the lowest note of the duduk (notes written in brackets at the 
top of the list) make sure you give enough time as this note is produced by 
closing the hole on the backside of the duduk with the knee.
You only can also use the “g#” –taking the c-duduk as an example- when you 
first play  “g”.  In case you want to use the lowest note more often and in quicker 
passages you can chose to close the hole with a tape with the result that you 
lose the note above it:”a”.
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